Reception Class Timetable 2016-2017
Term and topic

Autumn 1- What
makes me special?

RE

PSED

CLL

Noah (Class biblical
character)

Playing in a group
Friendly behaviour

Unit A- CreationGod’s Gifts
Unit B- People who
care for us

Selecting resources
independently and
accessing
continuous provision
Taking turns with
support
Enjoys praise for
what they have
done

Autumn 2Day and Night

Unit C- Advent
Unit D- Christmas

Unit E- Baptism

Reading

Writing

Numbers

Shape, space and
measures

KU- W

KU-P+C

KU-T

EAD-M+M

EAD-BI

Special celebrations

Focussing attention

Going to hall

Recognising
numbers to 10

Shape words to
describe everyday
objects

Our house

Our family

Laptops playing
games

Learning familiar
songs

Using adult models
as ideas for models

Diwali- October 19th
2017

Taking shoes and
socks off
independently

Home readers- Lilac
to encourage talk
with parents

Mark making

Listening to others

Where we are from

Measure words like
long and short to
describe every day
objects

Rugby

Traditions in our
family

Ipads playing games

Using body
percussion to keep
to the beat

Partner talk
Follows a 1 step
instruction
Can explain things
that have happened
to them

Understanding of
boundaries in
environment
Turn taking in a
conversation

Focussing attention
for group work

Responsibilitiesclass jobs

Follows 2 step
instructions

When to ask for
help

Asks questions
about what they are
learning

May not always get
own way
Spring 1Around the world

PD

Tolerating delay
Own needs, wants
and interests
How to resolve
conflicts in different
ways

Finding a space
Daily funky fingers

Phonics phase 2
Tricky words sent
home and weekly
sounds

Correct letter
formation

Recognising
numicon pieces

Writing own name

Counting 1:1
correlation

Daily funky fingers

Star dances
Handwriting in
groups

Home readers- lilac/
pink

Correct letter
formation

Tricky words sent
home to practice

CVC words

Phonics phase 2

Counting things that
cannot be moved

Reading captions
using phonic sounds

Group work and
talking in a small
group

Daily funky fingers

Home readers- pink

Ball skills

Answering different
types of questions

Handwriting as a
whole class

Using talk more
confidently in play

Ordering numbers
More and less

Unit G- Lent
Unit H- Holy week

Unit I-Easter
Unit J -Pentecost

Unit F- People who
help us

Talking to the class
independently

Knowing
unacceptable
behaviour

Listening and giving
attention in range of
circumstances

Describing self
positively

Follows stories
without pictures

Summer 2Zoo and farm
animals

Unit K- Prayer
Noah

RG/JT JUNE 2010

More independence
over how to carry
out a task
Adjusting behaviour
to different
circumstances

Listening attentively
in a range of
circumstances and
showing listening
with body language

Daily funky fingers
Games
Handwriting as a
whole class

Phonics phase 3

Tricky words and
CVC and CVCC
words

Subtracting

Guided reading
groups

Writing for different
purposes

Finding one more
and one less

TA daily reading
with home readers

Finger spaces for
captions

Recognising
numbers to 20

Adding

Gymnastics and
dance
Handwriting as a
whole class

Different points of
view

Follow multi-step
instructions

Stopping to think
before acting

Show an awareness
of listener’s needs

Capital letters and
full stops

Phonics phase 3

Phonetically
plausible attempts
at new words

Guided reading
groups

Bug club on ipads in
ILT
Phase 4
Guided reading
rotation activities
Guided reading
books in book area
Bug club on ipads in
ILT

Show an awareness
of listener’s needs

Bullying

Home readerspink/red

Doubles
Halves
Own mathematical
problems

Measuring nonstandard units
Length

Having own ideas
for models

Experimenting with
sounds

Telling stories
through role play
and small world

Own ideas for dance

Christmas
Firework night
Remembrance day

Mixing colours

2d shape names

Different countries

2d shape vocabulary

Weather around the
world

Traditions around
the world

Laptops- how to use
paint
Ipads- how to use
puppet pals

Measuring nonstandard units
Weight

Experimenting with
textures
Learning how to
cover models
effectively
High and low
sounds
Choosing colours for
a purpose

Sports day
preparation
Handwriting as a
whole class- joins

Working with a
group of children to
tell a story in small
world or role play
Choosing colours for
a purpose

Chinese New Year28th January
Shrove Tuesday
Valentine’s Day

Sharing

Phonetically
plausible attempts
at longer words

2-step problems

Tricky words and
HFW spelt
accurately

Writing at length

Guided reading
rotation activities

Phonetically
plausible attempts
at longer words

Bug club on ipads in
ILT

Jack and the
Beanstalk- growing

Stranger dangerHansel and Gretel

Living things

Using computers to
find information
Using ipads to find
information

3d shape vocabulary

Joining in different
ways and choosing
the most effective
way to join different
materials

Designing models
formally on design
sheet
Own ideas for dance

Printing with
different objects

Mother’s Day
Lent
Easter

Time- half past
Writing at length

Phase 4

Guided reading
books in book area

3d shape names

Measuring nonstandard units
Capacity

TA daily reading
with home readers

Follow multi-step
instructions

Listening attentively
in a range of
circumstances and
showing listening
with body language

How to adapt plans
if something is not
working

Ipads- how to take
photographs of
work

Solar system

Using instruments
in a rhythmic way
to add to a familiar
song

Finding totals of
coins

Negotiating without
aggression

Sensitivity towards
others and turn
taking

Laptops- how to use
word

Nocturnal animals

Time- o’clock

Taking others ideas
into account
Summer 1People who help us

Appropriate units of
measure

Night and day

Recognising coins

Understanding the
impact of their own
actions
Spring 2Once upon a time...

Shapes in the
environment

Using own
experiences in role
play

Using different
materials to add
detail to a model

What makes us
unique

Money in role play
attached to numicon
pieces

Reading own name

Gymnastic- moving
in different ways

Hillmorton

Things we like to do
at home

Tricky words and
HFW spelt
accurately

Adding and
subtracting in
different ways

People who help us

2d and 3d shape
investigations

What we want to do
when we grow up

Time problems

2d and 3d shape
investigations

Numbers beyond 20

Adding and
subtracting with
money

Animals in the farm
Animals at the zoo

Time problems

Generating own
ideas for models
using what they
know

Evaluating models
that have been made
with a wish to make
it even better

Using different
techniques that have
been taught to make
original models and
paintings

Using different
techniques that have
been taught to make
original models and
paintings

St George’s Day 23rd
April

Using bug club on
ipads

Adding and
subtracting with
money

Problems involving
addition,
subtraction,
doubling and
halving

Data handling
programme on
computer

Animals and their
babies

Choosing ict for
different purposes

Father’s day

